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WELCOME DEAR TEACHER,
It is always wonderful to interact with teachers who
are directly connected to the development of children
in various field of study in their school life.
For a teacher, GK is one of the many selfless
contributions that he or she makes to the life of a
child. It is a subject that takes them closer to the real

world and this knowledge economy that we live in ,
provides a critical edge for success.
We, at Greycaps, appreciate the time and effort you

give to the program and towards making your
children globally aware.

Welcome
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What’s in it?
This manual is designed to help you, the
teacher, to understand:

How will
this
manual
help?

1. The objective & offerings of the program
2. The content structure and format
3. Teacher inputs that enhance the student
experience month-on-month.

4. The benefits to the teacher and student
5. The measurable take away
6. Lesson planning for the month
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AIM
STRUCTURE
IMPLEMENTATION
GETTING STARTED
hello
CONTENT FRAMEWORK
EVALUATION
BENEFITS

The sections you
will find…
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The Global Awareness Program (GAP) is

GAP at a glance

India’s first focused general knowledge initiative
aimed at both teachers and students.
The program aims to create, enhance and
sustain awareness levels with respect to global
happenings and current events on a month-tomonth basis, presently reaching over 175
schools across India.
Teacher’s Copy
launched

2003

All colour
introduced

2005
Gaptopedia and
Factopedia launched

2008

Get Curious About
debuts

2011
Cu & Rio
born

2012

2012
Evaluation |
Teacher Manual
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Objectives

STUDENT
OBJECTIVES

TEACHER
OBJECTIVES

INSTITUTION
OBJECTIVES

Create knowledge
conscious
individuals

Adapt to everchanging student
dynamics

Encourage
knowledge driven
environment

“Learning gives creativity.
Creativity leads to thinking.
Thinking provides knowledge.
Knowledge makes you great.”
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam made this quote at a
quiz Organised by Greycaps at Bangalore
and our Objective is to make children
knowledgeable.
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Class 1 & 2
Beginner Level

Structure
Class 3 & 4
Gaptopedia | Level 1

Age appropriate
levels of the book
have been created.

Class 1
Student Book

Class 2
Student Book

Monthly text
book for the
teacher

Monthly
student work
book

Class 5 & 6
Gaptopedia | level 2

Class 7 onwards
Gaptopedia | Level 3

Monthly text
book for the
teacher

Monthly text
book for the
teacher

Monthly
student work
book

Monthly
student work
book
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Class 1 & 2
Beginner Level

The Adventures of Cu & Rio is a fascinating creation
where two young friends travel the world and in the
process share information about the world around us in a
simple, story-based format. For the teacher, this is an exciting book to keep the
kids engaged and to start the process of making kids interested in the world
around them.

Class 1
Student Book

Class 2
Student Book

How it helps…
Makes the child think and ask from an early age.

Builds curiosity in the child
Helps relate to the world around them
Enjoys information
Boosts confidence at an early age
Note:- As this is a story format, there is no Separate book for the teacher
(when compared to the other GAP levels)
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Story with full
page
illustrations

Structure

Interactive
exercises

Quiz based
exercise
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Structure

Section to
introduce
new
words in
the story

Birthday page
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Structure

For the students from class 3 upwards, there is a student work book called the
gaptopedia while the teacher gets a ‘teacher copy’ which has more
information and the answers to the questions carried in the gaptopedia.
Class 3 & 4
Gaptopedia | Level 1

Class 5 & 6
Gaptopedia | level 2

Class 7 onwards
Gaptopedia | Level 3

Monthly text
book for the
teacher

Monthly text
book for the
teacher

Monthly text
book for the
teacher

Monthly
student work
book

Monthly
student work
book

Monthly
student work
book
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Structure
A year-end Annual Educational Gift
which contains amazing General
knowledge topics will be given to the
students at the end of the year which
will serve as an interesting read over
the holidays. It is a surprise for the
students as to what the gift will be
about.

These products are available at stores
but given free to those who are part of
the Global Awareness Program.
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Structure
The program is spread across 10
months in the academic calendar.

Starts from
Grade 1
Direct-toschool
program

Annual
Educational
Gift

10 months

FEATURES

Evaluation

Gaptopedia
& Teacher’s
copy

Online
Teacher’s
Manual

Teacher’s manual is provided
online through a login id and
password.
From 2013, we are offering
evaluation sheets. A question
bank and descriptors will be
provided.

The monthly books is part of the
direct-to-school program and are
not available anywhere else in the
retail market.
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Content
Framework

Topical
Learning

Content will have relevance for a particular month in the book. For Eg:- JK Rowling’s
birthday in the month of July or World Environment Day in the month of June.

Current
Updates

Current updates are key as a monthly program. However, we are very different from
magazines or newspaper and focus on the information around the news. News is
information. What goes beyond is KNOWLEDGE.

Structured
Format

We follow a logical structure to help recall. Example:- If the topic is USA – the we
cover, 1. Geographical location on the world map; 2. Which continent; 3. Capital of
the country; 4. Currency; 5. Head of state; etc.

Generatio
n Relevant

We focus on topics that are generationally relevant to different age groups. This also
helps you as a teacher to connect better with today’s kids as they see you as
relevant to their generation.

Monthly
Quiz

Ready test/worksheet material provided in every Gaptopedia. It is the discretion of
the teacher on how they want to use this Quiz. If the schools want a formal
assessment they could use the same though we suggest fun based learning.
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Content
Framework
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Content
Framework
Month & clear
indication of Level
and class

A ‘Home page’
inspired cover
showing the
content in the
book that
changes every
month.

Colour coded
levels

Page numbers
included
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Content
Framework
Colour coded
levels

Easy to
understand
language

Interesting
information

Illustrative
pictures and
photographs

Section
divisions
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Content
Framework
Ready-made worksheets and brain teasers that
foster thinking skills
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Content
Framework
GK is a trigger for communication and expression. We have
created a section for children to form imaginative stories
based on images from around the world.
“You Be the Detective” is an
image morphed in different
ways and certain questions
are posed based on the
image.
The students have to use
various clues in the image
and deduce the answers.
This activity is given for Level
3 where understanding
ability and applying
knowledge has reached a
significant stage.
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100

Amazing Facts
The month of March is a month for recap and
review of all subjects.
In March we have introduced an interactive
annual workbook with 100 amazing facts.
The answers to these are given in the
Teacher copy so schools that seek to view
this as an assessment sheet may do so.

Content
Framework
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200
facts

Content
Framework
ANNUAL
LEARNING
OPPROTUNITY
for the STUDENT

As a teacher, you would have seamlessly touched
your child’s life with close to 200 new nuggets from
across the world in one year for each level.
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Session Plan
• Objective
• Delivery Plan
• Student Take-away
Session plans are a regular part
of a teacher’s teaching
methodologies.
The structure of this book helps
easily to formulate an objective,
delivery plan and student takeaway for any section.
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Session Plan

TEACHER COPY & INPUTS

Pre-class
Preparation

Identify the topics to be covered for the week.
Identify the story to be discussed in class.
Carry the teacher copy to the class for added inputs

Handling the
Class

Involve the entire class in discussing the topic.
Gauge student comfort level on subject
Use quizzes or an activity to sustain interest levels.

Activity
based Recap

Monthly Quiz can be deployed as a test or even as an
interactive quiz in class
From colouring to hunting people out of a puzzle to
crosswords the books are full of activities
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Proposed weekly session plans

Wk
1
Wk
2
Wk
3
Wk
4

ContentPlan
Session

Framework

BEGINNER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Story
Colour Me

Pick of the month
Did you Know
Brain Teasers

Pick of the month
Global Update
Global Update
Brain Teasers

Global Update
Global Update
Global Update
You be the Detective

Story

Global Update
City Tour
Colour Me
Abbreviations

GAP Profiles
City Tour
Did You Know
Story Time

Pick of the month
GAP Profiles
Discover India
Quick facts
Gappenings

Be Curious
Colour Me

GAP Profiles
Discover India
Quick Facts

Snippets
GAP Gyan
Gappenings
Discover India

Snippets
City Tour
Born this month
Book to read

Happy Birthday
Quiz Time

GAP Gyan
Born this month
Monthly Quiz

Born this month
Quick Facts
Monthly Quiz

Interesting Origins
Out of the Box
GAP Gyan
Monthly Quiz
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Unique
Features
Crisp
short
points

More
detailed
information
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Unique
Features

GAP
Gyan

Teacher
Input
Points
(TIPS)
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More
detailed
information
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More
detailed
information
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Evaluation is a key component of the
program and we offer multiple
options to the schools in this regard.
We have separate question papers in
each term that can be downloaded

from the Greycaps website. The
same is also offered in the form of
an interactive quiz that would be a
fun way to learn and recap.

Evaluation
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Evaluation

• Teacher manual
• Question Bank uploaded on website for 1st and 2nd term
• Assessment descriptors

www.greycaps.com
For Teacher Manuals and Assessments, click on ‘Downloads’
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DESCRIPTORS

5 Core Areas of GAP
INDIA

I

Is knowledgeable about facts
related to India

WORLD FACTS

W

Is knowledgeable about facts
related to the World

CURRENT AFFAIRS

C

Is updated on current affairs and
developments around the globe

PERSONALITIES

P

Is aware of important people
and personalities across the
world

NATIONS OF THE WORLD

N

Is informed on facts about
nations of this world
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Descriptors

A (5)

B

C

D

E (1)

I

1. Is knowledgeable
Has an excellent
about facts related to understanding of facts
India
related to India

Has a good
understanding of facts
related to India

Has a moderate
understanding of facts
related to India

Has a basic
understanding of facts
related to India

Needs to improve
awareness related to
India

W

2. Is knowledgeable
Has an excellent
about facts related to understanding of facts
the World
related to the World

Has a good
understanding of facts
related to the World

Has a moderate
understanding of facts
related to the World

Has a basic
Needs to improve
understanding of facts awareness related to the
related to the World
World

C

3. Is updated on
current affairs and
developments
around the globe

Is interested about
current happenings.

Can develop more Needs to be more open
interest to be update on to being updated on
current affairs
current affairs.

P

4. Is aware of
important people
and personalities
across the world

Has in-depth knowledge
Reflects keen interest in
about famous people
Has basic information
Is able to identify
knowing about famous
across the world along
on famous people
famous people around
people around the
with their achievements
around the world.
the world.
world.
and contributions.

N

5.Is informed on
facts about nations
of this world

Has a thorough
Is appreciative and
Has basic awareness of
knowledge of facts
aware of information
facts related to nations
related to nations of the related to nations of the
of the world.
world.
world.

Is very cognizant of
current global
Understands and relates
happenings and eager to global happenings.
to know more.

Is capable of
developing more
interest in knowing
basic facts about
nations of the world.

Needs to improve on
awareness and
identifying famous
people around the
world.

Needs to be aware on
basic facts related to
nations of the world.
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SIX
1
2

3

Implementation

Ways to implement GAP effectively
Remove the ‘Fear’ of
ignorance

Explain the importance
of Global Awareness
Change the belief
‘General Knowledge is
only for the intelligent’

4
5

6

Ensure it is interesting
and interactive
Make sure it is
informative and relevant
to the world they live in

Start young
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Implementation

Innovative ways to implement

1
2

3

You become the
Quizmaster!
(Students & Teachers)
Project Work
(An appreciation for
research)

Dedicated
Discover India session

4
5

6

GAP

Discussion/Debate topics
(Lacoste campaign/FIFA
highlights, La Tomatina)
Contest driven
(Brain teasers, Monthly
Quiz, You be the detective)

This Month in History
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Benefits
Essays
Debates

Using GAP
beyond the
book

Collage

Inter house
contests

Projects

Charts
Story Telling
Quiz
Spell Bee

Inter school
contests
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Monthly Book Delivery Schedules
1. We deliver the book on or before 1st
of every month.
2. All books are packed and labelled
section wise.
3. Contains Gaptopedia copy for
students, Teacher copy and
Gaptopedia for the teacher.
4. Principal’s copy and Library copy are
also sent with the monthly
consignment .
5. Coordinators from GAP will interact
with the school coordinator of the
program.
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Benefits
Make students more
globally aware

10

BENEFITS
OF GAP
FOR
STUDENTS

From learning answers
to asking questions
Decrease surface
knowledge
Need for continuous
non-academic inputs
Art and culture
appreciation

Create a knowledge
enriched individual
Increase student
confidence
Building conversation
ability
Foster a good reading
habit
Age appropriate & child
friendly
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Benefits
Relate to ever-changing student
community

10

BENEFITS
OF GAP
FOR
TEACHERS

Contemporary topics
Teacher becomes the first source
of information
Continuous learning for a teacher
Monthly information capsule to
stay ahead of the curve
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We thank you for being a teacher.

Greycaps India Pvt. Ltd. | No. 86, First Cross, Vysya Bank Colony,
BTM 2nd Stage, Bangalore – 560076 | Tel: 080 41202438/42168124
www.greycaps.com | gap@greycaps.com

